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ABSTRACT:The field of Big Data plays a vital role in various fields. Big data is a term for massive data sets having 
large amounts of data, more varied and complex structure with the difficulties of analysing, storing and visualizing for 
further processes or results. Now a day’s Big data is most preferably used in enterprises, organizations, companies and 
business etc…So Big data as so much of applications in various fields such as banking, agriculture, chemistry, data 
mining, cloud computing, finance, marketing, stocks, BDA, health care etc…This paper presents the detailed 
explanation of these applications. In these fields every field has their concept and gave their usage related to big data. 
These are more efficiently used in various sectors like government sectors, corporate sectors like that. 

Big Data Analytics and Deep Learning are two high-focus of data science. Big Data has become important as 
many organizations both public and private have been collecting massive amounts of domain-specific information, 
which can contain useful information about problems such as national intelligence, cyber security, fraud detection, 
marketing, and medical informatics. Companies such as Google and Microsoft are analyzing large volumes of data for 
business analysis and decisions, impacting existing and future technology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The general focus of machine learning is the representation of the input data and generalization of the learnt 
patterns for use on future unseen data. The goodness of the data representation has a large impact on the performance of 
machine learners on the data: a poor data representation is likely to reduce the performance of even an advanced, 
complex machine learner, while a good data representation can lead to high performance for a relatively simpler 
machine learner. Thus, feature engineering, which focuses on constructing features and data representations from raw 
data [1], is an important element of machine learning. 

 
Big Data: 

Big Data is very familiar term that describes voluminous amount of data that is structural, semi-structural and 
sub structural data that has potential to be mined for information. Although big data does not refer any specific 
quantity, then this term is often used when speaking about the pet bytes and Exabyte of data. 
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Fig 1: Big data 

Big Data Analytics: 
Big Data Analytics, is the process of examining large data sets that containing a variety of data types i.e., big 

data to uncover all hidden patterns, unknown correlations, market trends, customer preferences and other useful 
business information. Then analytical findings can lead to more effective marketing, new revenue opportunities, better 
customer service, improved operational efficiency, competitive advantages over rival organizations and other business 
benefits. The primary goal of big data analytics is to help companies make more informative business decisions by 
enabling data scientists, predictive modellers and other analytics professionals to analyse large volumes of transactional 
data, as well as other forms of data that may be untapped by more conventional Business Intelligence(BI) programs. 
That could include web server logs and Internet click stream data, social media content and social network activity 
reports, text from customer emails and survey responses, mobile phone call detail records and machine data captured by 
sensors and connected to the Internet of Things. 

Big data burst upon the scene in the first decade of the 21st century, and the first organization to embrace it 
were online and start-up firms. Arguably, firms like Google, LinkedIn, and eBay and Face book were built around big 
data from the beginning. They did not have to reconcile or integrate big data with more traditional sources of data and 
the analytics performed upon them, because they didn’t have that much of traditional forms. They didn’t have to merge 
big data technologies with their traditional IT infrastructures because these infrastructures didn’t exist. Big data could 
stand alone, big data analytics could be the only focus of analytics, and big data technology architectures could be the 
only architecture. So big data using Hadoop and No SQL free software’s. 
Hadoop and No SQL Free Software: 

Hadoop is an open-source distributed file system that is capable of storing and processing large volumes of 
data in parallel across a grid of commodity servers. Hadoop emanated from companies such as Google and Yahoo, 
which needed a cost effective way to build search indexes. Engineers at these companies knew that traditional 
relational databases would be prohibitively expensive and technically unwieldy, so they came up with an alternative 
that they built themselves. Eventually, they gave it to the Apache Software Foundation so others could benefit from 
their innovations. Today, many companies are implementing Hadoop software from Apache as well as third-party 
providers such as Cloud era, Horton works, EMC, and IBM. Developers see Hadoop as a cost effective way to get their 
arms around large volumes of data. Companies are using Hadoop to process, store and analyse large volumes of Web 
log data so they can get a better feel for the browsing and shopping behaviour of their customers. Previously, most of 
the companies outsourced the analysis of their click stream data or simply let it “fall on the floor” since they couldn’t 
process it in a timely and cost effective way.  

 
II.ROLE OF BIG DATA 

 
1) In BDA: 

Big Data Analytics Applications (BDA Apps) are a new type of software applications, which analyse big data 
using massive parallel processing frameworks (e.g., Hadoop). Developers of such applications typically develop them 
using a small sample of data in a pseudo-cloud environment. Afterwards, they deploy the applications in a large-scale 
cloud environment with considerably more processing power and larger input data (reminiscent of the mainframe days) 
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Big Data Analytics Applications (BDA Apps) are a new category of software applications that leverage largescale data, 
which is typically too large to fit in memory or even on one hard drive, to uncover actionable knowledge using large 
scale parallel-processing infrastructures [1]. 

The big data can come from sources such as runtime information about traffic, tweets during the Olympic Games, 
stock market updates, usage information of an online game [2], or the data from any other rapidly growing data-
intensive software system. 
2) In Clustering: 

Using clustering (K-means algorithm)through a simple point and click dialog, users canautomatically find groups 
within data based on specificdata dimensions. With clustering, it is then simple toidentify and address groups by 
customer type, textdocuments, products, patient records, click path, behaviour,purchasing patterns, etc. 
 
 
3) In Data Mining: 

Decision Tree--Datameer’s decision trees automatically help users understand what combination of data 
attributes result in a desired outcome. Decision trees illustrate the strengths of relationships and dependencies within 
data and are often used to determine what common attributes influence outcomes such as disease risk, fraud risk, 
purchases and online signups. The structure of the decision tree reflects the structure that is possibly hidden in your 
data. 
4) In Banking: 

The use of customer data invariably raises privacy issues. By uncovering hidden connections between 
seemingly unrelated pieces of data, big data analytics could potentially reveal sensitive personal information. Research 
indicates that 62% of bankers are cautious in their use of big data due to privacy issues. Further, outsourcing of data 
analysis activities or distribution of customer data across departments for the generation of richer insights also 
amplifies security risks. For instance, a recent security breach at a leading UKbased bank exposed databases of 
thousands of customer files. Although this bank launched an urgent investigation, files containing highly sensitive 
information. Such as customers’ earnings, savings, mortgages, and insurance policies ended up in the wrong hands10. 
Such incidents reinforce concerns about data privacy and discourage customers from sharing personal information in 
exchange for customized offers. 
5) In Sap: 

Sybase (now SAP) laid the groundwork for the analytical platform market when it launched the first columnar 
database in 1995. Tera data was also an early forerunner, shipping the first analytical appliance in the early 1980s. 
Netezza kicked the current market into high gear in 2003 when it unveiled a popular analytical appliance and was soon 
followed by dozens of start-ups. Recognizing the opportunity, all the big names in software and hardware. They are 
Oracle, IBM, HP, and SAP subsequently jumped into the market, either by building or buying technology, to provide 
purpose-built analyticalsystems to new and existing customers. 
6) In Stock:  

A private stock exchange in Asia uses indatabase analytics to establish a comprehensive system to detect 
abusive trading patterns to detect fraud. 
7) In Credit Cards: 

 Credit card companies rely on the speed and accuracy of in-database analytics to identify possible fraudulent 
transactions. By storing years’ worth of usage data, they can flag atypical amounts, locations, and retailers, and follow 
up with cardholders before authorizing suspicious activity. 
 
8) In Enterprise: 

 For enterprises around the world, in many industries, in-database analytics are providing a competitive 
advantage. When data doesn’t have to commute to work and back, it can deliver faster insights that help businesspeople 
make informed decisions in real time for less expense than traditional data analysis tools. 
9) In Consumer Goods:  

A maker of consumer products collects consumer preference and purchasing data extracted from surveys, 
purchases, web logs, product reviews from online retailers, phone conversations with customer call centres, even raw 
text picked up from around the Web. Their ambitious goal: to collect everything being said and communicated publicly 
about their products and extract meaning from it. By doing this, the company develops a nuanced understanding of why 
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certain products succeed and why others fail. They can spot trends that can help them feature the right products in the 
right marketing media. 
10) Where to Use Hadoop: 

 In every vertical there are data tasks with which Hadoop can assist. These tasks have different terms 
depending on the industry but they all come down to either advanced analytics or data processing. 
11) In Agriculture: 

A biotechnology firm uses sensor data to optimize crop efficiency. It plants test crops and runs simulations to 
measure how plants react to various changes in condition. Its data environment constantly adjusts to changes in the 
attributes of various data it collects, including temperature, water levels, soil composition, growth, output, and gene 
sequencing of each plant in the test bed. These simulations allow it to discover the optimal environmental conditions 
for specific gene types. 
12) In Finance: 
 A major financial institution grew wary of using third-party credit scoring when evaluating new credit 
applications. Today the bank performs its own credit score analysis for existing customers using a wide range of data, 
including checking, savings, credit cards, mortgages, and investment data. 
13) In Economy:  

Designed from the ground up to deal intelligently with commodity hardware, Hadoop can help organizations 
transition to low-cost servers. 
14) In Conservation:  

Keeping data in a merged, isolated system provides business intelligence benefits and is bothfinancially and 
ecologically sound. 
15) In Marketing: 

 Marketers have begun to use facialrecognition software to learn how well their advertising succeeds or fails at 
stimulating interest in their products. A recent study published in the Harvard Business Review looked at what kinds of 
advertisements compelled viewers to continue watching and what turned viewers off. Among their tools was “a system 
that analyses facial expressions to reveal what viewers are feeling.” The research was designed to discover what kinds 
of promotions induced watchers to share the ads with their social network, helping marketers create ads most likely to 
“go viral” and improve sales. 
16) In Smart Phones: 

 Perhaps more impressive, peoplenow carry facial recognition technology in their pockets. Users of I Phone 
and Android smart phones have applications at their fingertips that use facial recognition technology for various tasks. 
For example, Android users with the remember app, can snap a photo of someone, then bring up stored information 
about that person based on their image when their own memory lets them down a potential boon for salespeople. I 
Phone users can unlock their device with recognize me, an app that uses facial recognition in lieu of a password. If 
deployed across a large enterprise, this app could save an average of $2.5 million a year in help-desk costs for handling 
forgotten passwords. 
17) In Telecom: 

 Now a day’s big data is used indifferent fields. In telecom also it plays a very good role. Service providers are 
trying to compete in the cutthroat world of telecom services. Where mare and more subscribers rely on over-the-top 
(OTT) players as providers of value-added services are focused on increasing revenue, reducing opex, chum and 
enhancing the customer experience as key business objectives. Operators believe that big data and advanced analytics 
will play a critical role in helping them meet their business objectives. In the same survey, respondents indicate critical 
use case scenarios in the context of big data and advanced analytics where they are investing now and where they plan 
to invest in the next three years. Operators face an uphill challenge when they need to deliver new, compelling, revenue 
generating services without overloading their networks and keeping their running costs under control. The market 
demands new set of data management and analysis capabilities that can help service providers make accurate decisions 
by taking into account customer, network context and other critical aspects of their businesses. Most of these decisions 
must be made in real time, placing additional pressure on the operators. Real-time predictive analytics can help 
leverage the data that resides in their multitude systems, make it immediately accessible and help correlate that data to 
generate insight that can help them drive their business forward. 
18) In Health care:  
Traditionally, the health care industry has lagged behind other industries in the use of big data, part of the problem 
stems from resistance to change providers are accustomed to making treatment decisions independently, using their 
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own clinical judgment, rather than relying on protocols based on big data.  Other obstacles are more structural in 
nature. Many health care stakeholders have under invested in information technology because of uncertain returns. 
Although their older systems are functional, they have limited ability to standardize and consolidate data. The nature of 
health care itself also creates challenges: while there are many players, there is no way to easily share data among 
different providers or facilities, partly because of privacy concerns. Even within a single hospital, pay or 
pharmaceutical company, important information often remains siloed within one group or department because 
organizations lack procedures for integrating data and communicating findings. Health care stakeholders now have 
access to promising new threads of knowledge. This information is a form of “big data,” so called not only for its sheer 
volume but for its complexity, diversity, and timelines. Pharmaceutical industry exports, payers, and providers are now 
beginning to analyse big data to obtain insights. Although these efforts are still in their early stages, they could 
collectively help the industry address problems related to variability in health care quality and escalating health care 
spend. Researchers can mine the data to see what treatment are more effective for particular conditions, identify 
patterns related to drug side effects or hospital read missions, and gains other important information that can help 
patients and reduce costs. Recent technologic advances in the industry have improved their ability to work with such 
data, even though the files are enormous and often have different database structures and technical characteristics. 

 
Fig 2. Application of Big Data Analytics 

 
III. CONCLUSION 

 
The main aim of this paper is to explore the role of Big Data in various fields. Big Data is a powerful tool that 

makes things ease in various fields as said above. Big data used in so many applications they are banking, agriculture, 
chemistry, data mining, cloud computing, finance, marketing, stocks, BDA, health care etc…An overview is presented 
especially to project the idea of Big Data. Researchers may get some information related to big data and its applications 
in various fields and can get some ideas related to their field of research. 
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